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Abstract: In MDE diverse modeling and model transformation languages are applied to describe and derive the envisioned system. Traceability is a prerequisite for maintaining consistency between different development artifacts. Thereby, the usefulness of traceability links increases with their completeness and correctness. In practice, automatic creation and maintenance of traceability links is required to be useful. This is addressed by heuristic approaches that derive traceability information statically or by model transformation technologies that provide traceability links as additional execution result. However, the maintenance of traceability links for a set of diverse languages and transformation technologies as combined in MDE is still a challenging task. In this paper, we present a framework that provides and treats all traceability information using the common format of hierarchical megamodels. Thereby, different approaches for gaining traceability information can be combined. Information provided by transformation technologies is translated into this common format.

1 Introduction

In MDE diverse modeling and model transformation languages are applied to describe and derive an envisioned system. Traceability is a prerequisite for maintaining consistency between different development artifacts. Thereby, the usefulness of traceability links increases with their completeness and correctness. In practice, a huge amount of development artifacts is used to describe the envisioned system. Therefore, the manual creation and maintenance of traceability links is not feasible and automatic creation and maintenance of traceability links is required. This is addressed by heuristic approaches that derive traceability information statically, e.g., [An02], or by model transformation technologies, which provide traceability links as additional execution result, e.g. [Jo05]. Winkler et. al [WP10] give a survey of traceability in requirements engineering and MDE. However, the maintenance of traceability links for a set of diverse languages and transformation technologies as combined in MDE is still a challenging task. First, many transformations are performed manually or by transformation technologies, which provide no traceability information. Second, the proprietary format of traceability links provided by different transformation technologies prevents further treatment of this information for analysis of the whole set of artifacts, e.g. for impact analysis or consistency checks. In the following, we present a framework for maintaining traceability links that addresses the diversity of modeling and model transformation languages in MDE. We developed the framework as
a basis of a set of research projects that build on traceability, e.g. a model transformation composition framework [Se11], a framework extension for version control capabilities\(^1\) and a corresponding model management build server [SHG12]. Thereby, we address the two challenges by allowing a combination of different traceability approaches for gaining traceability information and by providing and treating all traceability information using the common format of hierarchical megamodels.

2 Model Management Framework

Barbero et. al [BB08] introduce the concept of megamodels. Such megamodels capture models and relationships between models. Thus, megamodels are well suited for capturing, providing and maintaining diverse models and traceability links between them. Hierarchical megamodels combine high-level traceability models (megamodels) and low-level traceability models (models containing fine-grained traceability links) [SNG10]. Thereby, hierarchical dependencies between high-level and low-level modeling artifacts and between traceability links are defined. Thus, traceability information is combined into one common traceability model. In our case, a hierarchical megamodel provides a logical view of the local workspace by capturing representatives for artifacts (e.g. models, model elements, source code). The framework\(^2\) presented here a) supports an easily extensible set of modeling and model transformation languages, b) monitors artifact changes and updates the set of representatives within the hierarchical megamodel concerning the development artifacts in the local workspace, and c) gains and maintains traceability links automatically, based on monitored development artifact changes, model transformation executions and available traceability approaches.
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2.1 Type System

Information about physical artifacts, types, model operations and traceability links are captured in a hierarchical megamodel. Development artifacts (e.g. models, model elements, code) in the local workspace are represented as *artifacts* within the hierarchical megamodel. Correspondingly, all captured and retrieved traceability information is represented as *relations*. The framework includes an additional type layer, where metamodels for used *artifact types* can be registered to improve the quality of the information in the hierarchical megamodel. This type information is used to assign an artifact type to each captured artifact. Thus, the framework can support arbitrary modeling languages. In addition, *relation types* can be specified to describe the signature of model operations and traceability links (i.e. information about types of input and output artifacts of a relation). To support an extensible set of model transformation languages a plug-in mechanism is provided. Thereby, adapters can be plugged-in, which hide the model transformation technology internals. For example, we provide adapters to execute ATL\(^3\) and Xpand\(^4\) model transformations. Adapters are used to trigger the execution of model transformations and to retrieve traceability information about the execution. When executing a model transformation an *executable relation* is created within the hierarchical megamodel and the corresponding relation type is assigned. Traceability links are represented by *non-executable relations* in the hierarchical megamodel, which connect input and output artifacts. Figure 1 depicts different views (artifact types, relation types, artifacts, relations) of the hierarchical megamodel. For example, the application of the model transformation *SDL2UML* and automatically created traceability links (e.g. *Client2Client*) are depicted.

2.2 Updating Artifact Representations

Development artifacts can be registered for being monitored by the framework. Changes on these registered development artifacts are monitored and a notification mechanism provides change events when these monitored development artifacts change. Further, the model transformation adapters may throw change events when model transformations lead to a change, deletion or creation of models or model elements. Events are propagated to the workspace builder, which is responsible to update the internal hierarchical megamodel (i.e., create, update, or delete artifacts). Further, events are propagated to tools that base on the framework.

2.3 Maintaining Traceability Information

Special kinds of the mentioned tools are traceability adapters, which enrich the hierarchical megamodel with statically derived traceability information implementing heuristic
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\(^3\)http://www.eclipse.org/atl/

\(^4\)http://www.eclipse.org/modeling/m2t/?project=xpand
techniques. Furthermore, model transformations are directly triggered via our framework using model transformation adapters. Thereby, the execution of model transformations can be monitored in more detail. For example, also proprietary forms of traceability links that are created during the execution of model transformations (at runtime), e.g. [Jo05], can be translated to be stored in our hierarchical megamodel. We implemented different technology-specific model transformation adapters. Thereby, we experienced how strong the quality of retrievable traceability information and also the control over execution configuration parameters depends on the model transformation technology. For example, it turned out that the very flexible model transformation technology Jet\(^5\) is hard to control and provides only little traceability information. For example, the question which target artifacts are generated cannot be answered before executing the model transformation. This circumstance makes the integration of Jet into model transformation chains unfeasible. In contrast, the less flexible and more restricted model transformation technology Xpand, allows better control and traceability information can easily be retrieved during the execution of the model transformation. For all gained traceability information traceability links (non-executable relations) are created within the hierarchical megamodel. Traceability links may become incorrect when a model transformation was executed or artifacts were changed manually. Based on the automated update of the hierarchical megamodel the framework recognizes such situations and identifies the need to update or delete specific traceability links as well. Traceability links retrieved by monitoring model transformation executions are deleted (or marked as invalid), since they can only be restored when executing the model transformation again. However, traceability adapters can directly update all traceability links, which they had created.

### 3 Related Work

The AM3Core [BB08] provides a metamodel for megamodels that includes the concept of models, relationships between models and chains of relationships. The Model Management Tool Framework (MMTF) [Sa07] is an environment that enables different software developers to work on different related parts of models and their relationships with the help of a Model Interconnection Diagram (MID). However, both approaches are suitable for automatically maintaining and combining traceability links.

### 4 Conclusion

We presented a framework for capturing and maintaining artifacts and traceability links between them within a hierarchical megamodel. Thereby, we showed that different traceability approaches can be combined to establish a chain of traceability links within model transformation chains. In addition, we showed using the examples of ATL, Xpand, and Jet that the framework can be extended to support different technologies and that traceability

\(^{5}\)http://www.eclipse.org/modeling/m2t/?project=jet#jet
information can be extracted automatically. The traceability information stored within the hierarchical megamodel and the events provided by the framework enable other tools to use these traceability information. The framework was successfully applied in different research projects. In future work, we focus on extending the set of model transformation adapters, e.g. QVT Operational\footnote{http://www.eclipse.org/projects/project.php?id=modeling.mmt.qvt-oml}.
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